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27% cybersecurity 
professionals say that their 
security products generate 
high volumes of security 
alerts.

ESG, Jon Oltsik
Sources:



ESG, Jon Oltsik
Sources:

35% of cybersecurity 
professionals say that the 
biggest challenges associated 
with managing an assortment 
of point tools is that it makes 
security operations complex 
and time consuming.
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How many 
security tools do 
you use?

ESG, Jon Oltsik
Sources:
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51% of organizations have a 
problematic shortage of 
cybersecurity staff and skills, 
so there simply aren’t enough 
people for the necessary care 
and feeding of all these 
security tools.



Are you looking for cybersecurity 
talent?







Too many tools, 
producing too many alerts 
for too few people. 



Adaptability People involvedNumber of SystemsNumber of Process 
Steps and Decisions

How well can you embrace tech?
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The mission isn’t to make 
existing tasks go faster...



...it’s to transform outcomes.



Technology is outrunning human capacity

Time 1900 - Present

Tech change measured in 
years; people and processes 

could adapt

Increasing so fast it 
becomes impossible for 

human consumption

The only way to achieve this 
pace is for technology to 

take the burden, not people

Rate of technology change
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You need to 
automate complete 
processes not just 
point tasks.

McAfee
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Employees must be 
able to implement 
changes so not to 
wait in the backlog.
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You need to remove 
apps / screens to 
reduce complexity 
and make 
technology 
human-centric.0%
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Reduce duplication 
and manually 
entering the same 
data into multiple 
systems.

Reduce duplication 
and manually 
entering the same 
data into multiple 
systems.
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Operationalize AI and 
move more work to 
machines and software.
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The urgency and criticality 
of leveraging AI for 
business transformation is 
driving the need for 
operationalization of AI 
platforms. - Gartner

Gartner Identifies Four Trends Driving Near-Term Artificial Intelligence Innovation, 2021
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Are you looking into how 
to implement more AI into 
your company?



Krista automates 
incident management 
across disparate tools 
and multiple teams

Krista AI correlates 
events and reduces 
redundant alerts to 
save time and 
resources

Krista reduces 
complexity so your 
teams are more 
effective

Modifications in Krista 
take minutes instead of 
months, so you remain 
agile

Intelligent Automation



Adaptability People involvedNumber of SystemsNumber of Process 
Steps and Decisions

How well can you embrace tech?

,,



Intelligent Automation

Adaptability Changing Krista
(minutes)



Transformation orchestrates people, apps, and AI

People, Systems, and AI
working together

AI / ML
Regressors & Classifiers

Forecast cash flow 
from current sales 
pipeline.

Collaboration Tools
Slack, Office, G Suite

“Hi Team. I will be 
out today for a 
family emergency.”

Apps
RPA, EAI

OCR invoices, enter 
in accounts payable 
system.



Krista Connects Your People and Existing Systems
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Read Data Analyze Data Update Data Take Actions

Ask People Ask Systems
Process
CatalogInform People Make DecisionsAsk Krista

Ingest Other
Automation

Connection
SDK

Remediation InfrastructureData AccessSIEM Data Enrichment



Ask a System

Ask a Person

Inform a Person

Make a Decision

Ask Krista (AI) Use Krista AI to take on more work over time so 
you can move on to more important things.

Have Krista orchestrate a decision based on 
data or user input to find the optimal path.

Have Krista inform those that need to be 
informed instead of reading 1000s of messages.

Have Krista ask a person for information from 
inside an automation instead of emailing them.

Ask for or input information from/to a system 
instead of logging in and searching/updating it.



Managed security service provider 
replaced its SOAR platform with 
Krista and reduced MTTR by 25%. 



Incident Management & Resolution
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Krista reads alerts from 
various sources.

Krista calculates issue 
attributes.

Krista routes low 
confidence issues to an 
analyst.

Krista creates and resolves 
tickets for issues above 
confidence thresholds.

Krista produces a 
confidence score and 
routes next best action.

Results fed back into 
Krista ML for continuous 
learning.

Analyst resolves ticket 
in Krista.



What does 
Krista look 
like?
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Krista Transforms Job Functions – SOC Analyst

Processes steps and rules 
change in minutes when 
optimizations are 
discovered.

Krista is the single interface 
to disparate security tool 
capabilities. Capabilities are 
added or changed with zero 
training or user impact.

Krista owns the process 
and guides the analyst. 
Meantime to resolution 
dropped by 25%-50%. 

Krista’s machine learning 
de-dupes events, calculates 
the priority, type, and scope, 
and aids analysts in 
remediation procedures.



If you can text, 
you can use 
Krista.
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Alert: System Access – privilege abuse

DETAILS
System: System ABC
User: Matthew Smith

Date: 3/29/21
Time: 9:45AM CDT

Description:
A user was detected leveraging a platform to which their 
role does not correspond.

How would you like to handle this alert?

All Clear Create an Incident

Okay, I’ll create an incident for this alert. The incident 
number is PA-20210329-5

Request data from IT

What do you need from IT?

I need any information regarding Matthew Smith’s 
access to System ABC. 

JS

Request data from IT

How long do you want to give IT to respond?

1 Hour                 
JS

Request data from IT

Okay, I’ll forward your request to IT and bring back their 
results of the following:

Description:
I need any information regarding Matthew Smith’s 
access to System ABC. 

How long do you want to give IT to respond?

1 Hour                 

IT has responded to your request with the following 
information.

Description:
Matthew Smith was granted access privileges following 
a confirmation with his manager. John Doe authorized 
the the request. An audit of the access Matthew used is 
attached.

Request data from IT

Audit log.txt
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Creating and modifying 
automations is easy. 
Development / scripting 
skills are not required.



Krista removes 
complexity for your 
people. 
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Ask Krista builds ML models with 
no code or jargon, continuously 
learning from historic transactions.

Krista delivers last mile integration 
for third-party ML models with no 
code or jargon. 

Krista offers proprietary ML-based 
solutions in key areas like:
ICR (Issue Cognition & Resolution)
DU (Document Understanding)Krista 

operationalizes 
machine learning.
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Krista automates 
documentation and 
reporting for  
compliance and 
regulatory mandates.



How do I get started?



1. Get a Krista demo 
account and login. Ask 
us for one or contact us 
at kristasoft.com



2. Connect your 
security and 
ticketing systems 
using existing 
connectors.



3. Use existing 
automations from 
the library or build 
your own.



4. Enable Krista’s AI 
and automatically 
train machine 
learning for your 
processes.



5. Watch, learn, and 
then build more 
automations.



Krista automates 
incident management 
across disparate tools 
and multiple teams

Krista AI correlates 
events and reduces 
redundant alerts to 
save time and 
resources

Krista reduces 
complexity so your 
teams are more 
effective

Modifications in Krista 
take minutes instead of 
months, so you remain 
agile

Intelligent Automation
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